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ABSTRACT:  
The present examination endeavors to toss light on the 

discernments on profession openings among planned standing and 
booked clan post graduate of Akkamahadevi ladies' college, vijayapur, 
understudies. What's more, it likewise features on which are most 
intriguing callings and occupations wanted by the understudies of 
reservation and to analyze the limitations looked by them in 
accomplishing their vocation openings. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 The best 6 states as far as most noteworthy number of schools in India are UP , AP, Maharastra, 
Karnataka, Rajasthan and Tamilnadu. Add up to enrolment in advanced education has been assessed to be 
28.56 million with 15.87 million young men and 12.69 million young ladies One of the essential objectives of 
instructive framework in India has been and still is to plan understudies for work. As per Alan Greenspan, - 
the historical backdrop of instruction follows a way intensely affected by the requirement for a workforce 
with the abilities required to cooperate profitably with the developing financial structure. The wide 
assortment of occupations requiring understudies' consciousness of t beneficiary genuine potential 
outcomes and cautious thought to their decision. In spite of what you may envision, its youngsters and your 
lacking training putting the brakes on the monetary recuperation. At any rate, this is the impression you may 
from by tuning in to a few bosses, who trust "the training framework is neglecting to give youngsters the 
abilities that organizations are searching for", as uncovered by an ongoing report by the British councils of 
Commerce. Furthermore, it's not simply your abilities that are letting UK plc down yet your general inability 
to value the requirement for an efficient appearance and straightforward great habits. 
 
Objectives: 
1) To distinguish which are the most intriguing callings and occupations wanted by the understudies  
2) To analyze the requirements looked by SC/ST understudies in Akkamahadevi Women's University towards 
their profession openings.. 
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Research Methodology: 
 The exploration depends on essential and optional information both. The essential information was 
gathered through survey and optional information was taken from research papers, diaries, magazines, 
books and sites.  
 Tests were gathered from SC/ST post understudies of Akkamahadevi Women's University, 
Vijayapura area of Karnataka. Test of 115 understudies of fourth semester of 2016-17 cluster were tended to 
for the information examination and translation. Straightforward rate normal devices were utilized for 
classification of information. 
 
Findings and suggestions: 
1. Majority of the respondents ie 88 percent of the sc/st understudy's fall in the age gathering of 22-25 

years and 13 percent of them fall in the age gathering of 25-30 years.  
2. Majority of the respondents ie 88 percent of the reservation are from sc position and just 12 percent of 

them fall in st classification.  
3. Majority of the respondents ie 61 percent of the understudies vehicle of their examination is kannada 

medium and 37 percent of the students'medium of their investigation is english and just 2 percent of 
them seek after their pg courses in hindi.  

4. 63 percent of the students'parents gain pay from Rs.5,000 to 15,000 pm and just 28 percent of the 
students'parents fall in the salary gathering of Rs.15,000 - Rs20,000  

5. majority ie 75 percent of them pick the pg course by out of their own advantage and 23 percent of them 
joined pg course as its having better vocation opportunity.  

6. Majority of them 70 percent of them have picked this college since its ladies' college and 14 percent of 
them picked this college as there is more offices for understudies.  

7. Majority of them ie 70 percent of the understudies guardians have picked this college itg is intended for 
ladies' , it implies they are constantly stressed of the security of their childrens.  

8. Majority of them ie 57 percent appropriately arranged and joined the equivalent pg course, which they 
wanted to join and 30 percent of them haven't joined the pg course, which they intended to do it.  

9. majority of them ie 52 percent of them won't drop their pg course, if in the middle of they land position 
and 35 percent of them are prepared to suspend their pg course in the event that they land position, 
that implies work assumes an exceptionally indispensable job than instruction for 35 percent of the 
respondents.  

10. majority of them ie 38 percent of them rattled off identity advancement workshop was the exceptional 
offices given by the college to enhancing and cleaning their abilities and 28 percent of them said that 
they have been without given workstations for their enhancement.  

11. majority of them ie 57 percent of them are completely focusing on their current course and not take up 
some other testament course alongside their normal pg courses. 43 percent of them are taking up other 
testament courses alongside their normal pg course, endorsement courses, for example, design 
innovation, paper reusing, mahila gram udyog, PGDCM, Yoga and HP Life PC courses.  

12. Majority ie 78 percent of them has not taken training credit for their investigations and 13 percent of 
them are intending to take instruction advance.  

13. 77 percent of them bear the obligations of their family and 33 percent of them doesn't have the duty of 
their family.  

14. Majority ie 80 percent of them concurred their investigation is supported by their folks and 9 percent of 
them support their examination without anyone else and just 3 percent of them concur their 
investigation is supported by their significant other.  
 Majority of them ie 77 of the respondents are in contact with their seniors and 23 percent of the 
respondents are not in contact with their seniors.  
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15. Majority ie 61 percent of the respondents needs to be set in either government or private associations 
and 29 percent of them need to go for further examinations ie go for Ph.Ds after their pg course 
culmination.  

16. Majority ie 57 percent of the respondents vocation objective didnt change when they took confirmation 
in this college (Akkamahadevi Women's University), 19 Percent of them feel their profession objective 
ended up unbiased by taking affirmation in AWU.  

17. Majority of them ie 62 percent of the respondents' decision of vocation is affected by their relatives. 18 
percent of the respondents 'decision of vocation is affected independent from anyone else and 14 
percent of their decision of profession is impacted by their companions.  

18. Majority of them ie 63 percent of them rate the institutional help is great in finding their vocation 
alternative.  

19. 64 percent of the respondents concur that when contrasted with different classifications understudies 
they get less chances and 15 percent emphatically concur that they have less open doors when 
contrasted with others classification understudies.  

20. majority of the respondents ie 49 percent of them said that no legitimate preparing in profession 
advancement, nonattendance of grounds interviews, absence of inspiration for understudies in this 
college when contrasted with sc/st of other college are the significant obstacles for their vocation 
improvement designs.  

21. Majority of the respondents ie 70 percent of them concurred that they are benefiting every one of the 
offices.  

22. 43 Percent of them concurred that the pg courses of AWU are superior to pg courses of different 
colleges.  

23. majority of the respondents ie 57 percent of the understudies see their profession after fruition of their 
pg thinks about in AWU is splendid and 30 percent said or see their vocation must be advanced by going 
for further examination after pg study's finishing.  

24. Majority of the respondents ie 63 of them expects and gets moral help from their relatives and 30 
percent get budgetary help from their relatives in discovering right profession alternatives.  

25. Majority ie 43 percent concurred that they are showing signs of improvement thinks about, identity 
advancement preparing and direction in vocation plan help them for their profession improvement and 
31 percent of them concur that they are furnished with better investigations, which will help them in 
forming their profession advancement.  

26. Majority ie 33 percent concurred that practical issues are the real requirements in showing signs of 
improvement profession. 17 percent concurred that social issues thwart their vocation advancement 
and 17 percent trust that ill-advised direction, absence of system influence their improvement of 
profession.  

27. 81 percent of them feel debased and just 19 percent concurred that they feel corrupted.  
28. 19 percent got debased and the significant reason ie 37 percent of 19 percent respondents state they 

corrupted, as society individuals don't blend with them. out of which 23 percent of them feel other 
standing understudies doesn't support them.  

 
Suggestions: 
1. majority of them ie 61 percent of them have picked kannada mode for their mechanism of their 

investigation then it will have affect on their business, as the vast majority of the businesses lean toward 
English medium competitors and in the wake of wanting pg in the event that despite everything they 
incline toward in kannada its exceptionally troublesome for them to make due in employment showcase.  

2. lion's share of them ie 63 percent of SC/ST understudies guardians gain less compensation ie from 5k to 
15k pm and because of this such of them are not ready to get their kids that too young lady youngster 
instruct at pg level.  
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3. 75 percent of them trusted that advanced education has more profession opportunity and they need to 
wind up free  

4. Majority ie 70 percent of the respondents 'guardians have picked this college as it is intended for 
women's; it implies they are constantly stressed of the security of their youngsters.  

5. 57 percent appropriately arranged and picked the pg course and they are especially resolved to join the 
specific pg course. 30 percent of them couldn't join the pg course, which they wanted to join ie they 
traded off with their profession.  

6. dominant part ie 52 percent are particularly resolved to do their pg course and finish it regardless of 
whether in the middle of they land position and 35 percent of them are prepared to stop their pg course, 
on the off chance that they land position, that implies work assumes an exceptionally imperative job 
than training and capability.  

7. Almost ie every one of the understudies are furnished with workstations however they don't know 
about this office, so they ought to be given more mindfulness and data in regards to the offices given for 
cleaning their abilities. just 17 percent of them know about communicated in English course given to 
them. it implies despite the fact that they are in the college grounds they themselves don't know thus 
they don't make utilization of free offices given to them.  

8. 43 percent of them taking up other testament courses alongside their customary course as they need 
some way or another or alternate needs to take up work.  

9. majority 77 percent of them bear the obligations of their family unit, so it will be troublesome for the 
understudies to focus on studies and just 33 percent of them doesn't have the duties of their home so 
they can focus on their vocation.  

10. Parents assume an extremely fundamental job in building the profession of the understudies as 80 
percent of them concurred with the above explanation. Also, just 3 percent of the respondents' 
investigations are supported by their spouses and 9 percent of them support themselves their 
examination.  

11. 77 percent of the respondents are in contact with their seniors and will have brilliant shot of landing 
position in future.  

12. majority of them ie 61 percent of them needs to be put in either government or private associations 
which is particularly demonstrates that they are eager towards their vocation and 29 percent of them 
need to go for further investigations, for example, Ph.D  

13. Majority ie 57 percent of them concur that their profession objectives will be accomplished, as they took 
confirmation in AWU and 19 percent of them have nonpartisan in regards to their vocation objective's 
accomplishment by taking affirmation in this college.  

14. 62 percent of the respondents decision of profession is impacted by their folks and 80 percent of 
respondents' training is supported by their folks. 18 percent of the respondents' decision is affected 
independent from anyone else. so as to engage ladies through advanced education , then their folks 
must be taken into certainty and they must be persuaded about their childrens'education then the vast 
majority of the sc/st understudies can get more training.  

15. Majority 63 percent of them expect that college bolster is great in discovering better vocation 
alternative.  

16. 64 percent of them have substandard complex, so they concur that they are given less open doors when 
contrasted with other classification understudies, yet its not valid as every one of the understudies are 
dealt with similarly in the college.  

17. 49percent of them doesn't believe in the college they think about so they don't have legitimate 
preparing in vocation improvement, nonappearance of grounds meeting and absence of motiv 

 
Conclusions:  

One needs to create and enhance their very own abilities as opposed to trusting that the some 
outside sources will come and build up our aptitudes. Regardless of whether you are reservation applicant or 
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not it is eventually the understudies who need to build up their insight, abilities and frame of mind. What's 
more, obviously, University likewise ought to be in encouraging, propelling and managing understudies in 
accomplishing their profession objectives. To be in the focused market the specialist organization ought to 
likewise enhance their center capabilities and attempt their dimension best to give the best support of the 
understudies. 
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